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Abstract

The task is character recognition from real
world images such as sign boards. This re-
port presents a work in progrss along with
the some interesting results. Sparse autoen-
coders have been used to learn a codebook of
basis functions, and the settings for obtaining
the best results on this task is studied

1. Introduction

While optical character recognition of scanned doc-
uments is considered a solved problem, with nearly
99% accuracy; detecting and reading text in natural
scenes is still a very open problem. This is due to
various reasons such as non uniformity of text fonts
seen, skew from the photograph, and improper light-
ing, glare, illumination and other such factors. The
accuracy of text detection and recognition from natu-
ral scenes is around 70%. This problem is known in
literature as Scene Text Understanding or more infor-
mally as PhotoOCR. In this project the problem of
scene text recognition is undertaken. Given a bound-
ing box around each of the characters in a photo of a
natural scene the task is to recognize what the charac-
ter within the bounding box is. This report presents
a work in progress along with the results obtained so
far.

2. Datasets

The following datasets have been assembled:

• ICDAR 2003/2005 dataset, a set of 480 images
of real world signs used in the ICDAR Robust
Reading competition (Lucas, 2006)

• Microsoft’s Scene text understanding dataset
composed of 305 real world signs, used in

(Epshtein et al., 2010)

• Dataset composed of 100 sign boards used for
scene text ”reading” used in (Weinman et al.,
2005)

• Synthetic data, for learning the general features
of all characters. This includes 3 sets of 10000
images for each character. Each image is 32 by
32 with a single character on it. The easy set has
the character centered on the image without any
distortions. The characters in the medium dataset
are distorted, tilted and/or translated towards a
corner, but on a plain background, and those in
the hard dataset are distorted and on background
that is obtained from a realworld photographs.

The first three datasets provide bounding boxes for
each character in the image, along with a label but
together have only 1000 images. All the datasets have
been homogenized into a single format for easier ac-
cess.

3. Feature Learning

The features to use for classification, especially in the
case of Image Processing tasks, is often a result of
weeks and sometimes months of research and is usually
specialized for that application. One way to automate
the process of choosing features is feature learning.
The stacked sparse autoencoder method presented in
(Papusha et al.) provides a method for learning the
bases that a dataset is made of. Each class of data in
any dataset is made of different combination of these
bases, and noting which combination of features recon-
struct the data item usually forms a good feature vec-
tor for classification. The implementation used in this
project follows closely the one in (Papusha et al.), and
the loss includes reconstruction error, sparcity penalty
using cross entropy error and regularization.

To learn the bases, the sparse autoencoder requires a
large number of patches. The patches were obtained
from the easy dataset by taking 4 8 by 8 patches
from each of the samples. The Autoencoder was then
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trained on these patches with a target activation of
0.03 and regularization constant at 0.003 for exactly
750 iterations of batch gradient descent.

3.1. Whitening

The whitening transform is recently found to be
very effective in improving the performance of auto-
encoders. We tried two different versions of whitening
transforms.

3.2. ZCA

Nearby pixels in images are correlated, and if left un-
altered, the Autoencoder will learn second order rela-
tionships like this correlation, which is not of practical
purpose for this task. The ZCA whitening transform
converts the dataset so that the covariance matrix of
the pixels of the resulting transformed dataset is a di-
agonal matrix (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009). The di-
agonalization is achieved by calculating the PCA of the
data matrix. Because the image statistics are roughly
stationary, the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
will essentially be equivalent to the Fourier bases.

Figure 1. 200 bases learnt after ZCA whitening of the im-
ages.

3.3. Combined whitening/low pass filter

The seminal work on Autoencoders,
(Olshausen & Field, 1997) use a similar whiten-
ing transform, but operate directly on the frequency
spectrum of the images. Natural images have 1/f

2

power spectrum which results in large inequities
in variance along different bases with low frequen-
cies having high variance. To remove this skew
we ”sphere” the data by equalizing the variance
in all directions (Friedman, 1987). The combined
whitening/low-pass filter used to preprocess the data
had a frequency response of

R(f ) = fe−(f /fo)
4

where the first component is a whitening filter, which
attenuates the lower frequncies and amplifies the
higher frequencies; and the second component is a low
pass filter which cuts out the power at the highest
spatial frequencies.

Figure 2. 200 bases learnt after applying the combined
whitening/low pass filtering on images.

3.4. Binarization

An experiment was attempted to learn bases from the
binarized data items. For binarization, we used the
thresholding method listed in (Wayne, 1986)

Figure 3. 200 bases learnt from the Binarized data.

All three sets of bases though different visually gave al-
most similar results in the classification task. Results
mentioned in the results section all use bases from fig-
ure 2
The effect of the three transforms on a data item in
the easy dataset is visualized in the figure 4. ZCA,
though much popular in general did not give as clear
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whitening transforms or better bases. It is clear that
the second method provides much clearer bases than
others.

Figure 4. The first column shows the original image, the
second one is the result of ZCA, the third is the result of
the combined whitening/low pass filter and the last column
shows the binarized image

4. Feature Extraction

For extracting the features from a sample data item,
each of the learnt bases is densely convolved on the
data item, and sigmoid(wx + b) is calculated which is
the same as the activation of the hidden layer of the
sparse autoencoder. The activations are then pooled
into 4 or 9 regions using max pooling and sum pooling.
Max pooling gave better results than sum pooling in
the classification task, as seen in figure 6

5. Classification

For multinomial classification softmax regression with
L2 regularization was used. SVM with L2 regulariza-
tion was also tried but it did not offer any significant
improvements in time or accuracy.

6. Results

Unless otherwise specified, the following results are ex-
periments run on the the upper case characters of the
easy dataset in grayscale.

6.1. Type of pooling

Figure 5 shows the effect of different types of pooling.
The results are on the upper case characters of the
easy dataset.

6.2. Count of pooling regions

Increasing the number of pooling regions from 4 to
9 gave marginal but consistent improvement in test
accuracies. Figure 6 demonstrates this behaviour.

6.3. Number of bases used

Increasing the number of bases learnt did not improve
the results as the bases starting duplicating.

Figure 5. Plot showing performance of feature extraction
using sum pooling and max pooling against the number of
images per class in the upper case easy dataset

Figure 6. Plot showing the performance increase obtained
from increasaing the number of pooling regions against the
total number of images from all classes. Classification was
done using non regularized softmax regression

6.4. Classification results

As the previous plots indicate the best results on
easy dataset was using max-pooling which topped at
91%.This is not the ideal result as commercial OCR
engines can be expected to perform much better and
have accuracies around 99%. On the hard dataset,
the best results were at 49% test accuracy on the full
set of 26,000 images of upper case characters. On the
ICDAR dataset the best results were around 73% for
both the lower case and upper case characters. The
learning curves has not converged even though the full
set of 3000 character samples were exhausted. The re-
sults are better than the preliminary results obtained
using HOG features on all the datasets.

7. Future work

These results could be improved by small percentages
still more. Among the things to try are
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Figure 7. Plot showing the performance on the ICDAR
data. The features used are the 500 bases learnt from the
combined filter whitening transform

• Move to color. With 3 times more data in the
feature vectors, the accuracies may improve by a
few points

• Sparse autoencoders seem to be able to learn
bases that are more or less edge detecting filters.
Use other methods such as K Means to learn bases
which could be more diverse.

• Learn bases better suited for this classification
task by using tuning methods

• Test on the other real world datasets

In the tests on the ICDAR data, we tested on upper
and lower cases separately, and training and testing
were both on the ICDAR data. In order to build a
robust system we need to use the real images only for
testing. Testing for accuracy on this setup are being
conducted. Also in the pipleline is a full 62 class (up-
per+lower+digits)classification test.
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